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Restarting
America

Note: this presentation outlines initial considerations meriting further consultation with life sciences 

organizations, healthcare organizations, clinicians, and legal advisors to explore feasibility and risks
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Contact Tracing?

Access to COVID Testing?

Access to Antibody  Testing? 

Convalescent Plasma Therapy?

Social Distancing Until 2022? 

Current solutions are dependent on access to critical resources that are 

not readily available, such as testing or vaccines. Technology solutions on 

their own can address some – but not all – needs of re-entry.  

How to Take the Next Step 

Organizations have met the immediate challenges of the COVID-19 

outbreak. Now is the time for employers to plan a safe return to work. 

As quarantine measures begin to ease, it is vital for companies to 

reopen their doors to bring their employees back to the workplace. 

How can this be done safely, and efficiently? 

Companies will need to determine which employees can return and 

when. This will most likely include the need to make changes to the 

workplace, enable new digital tools, and create new relationships 

with healthcare providers, all the while imposing an agile 

governance that ensures precision and clarity, and protects the data 

privacy rights of employees as reflected in several state and Federal 

laws.

Careful, Calculated Re-entry 

There is No Magic Answer

Restarting America: Current Environment
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Restarting America: Playbook
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Restarting America: Risk-Based Framework 1

Note: this presentation outlines initial considerations meriting further consultation with life sciences organizations, healthcare organizations, clinicians, and legal advisors to explore feasibility and risks
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Restarting America: Workforce and Workplace Considerations

As we start to consider the easing of lockdown and a return to options for working flexibly, not just remotely,  

there are a number of elements to plan:

Priority groups

Which groups are a priority for  

returning to work on-site?

Scheduling

How do we group teams to be in  

the same physical space?

Health & well-being  
Continued provision of  

additional health and well-being  

measures, both on-site and  

virtually

Effective working

Designing how mixed teams will  

work, e.g., team meetings  

combining face-to-face with  

virtual, to ensure consistent  

interactions

Employee engagement  
Continued engagement through  

communications at all levels and  

across location-based and  

virtual teams

Technology

Management of technology and  

networks to cope with  

combination of in-house and  

remote access, ensuring remote  

workers are not disadvantaged

Policy

Redesign and alignment of HR

and employment policies to the

new working practices

Facilities & workplace  

Redesign of work space to  

serve remote and face-to-face  

simultaneously

2
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Restarting America: Establishing the Right Partner Ecosystem 3

PPE Supply 

Chain

Regulatory 

Bodies

Testing 

Infrastructure

Facilities 

Management

Legal Counsel/

Privacy Office

Health Plan 

Support

Medical 

Advice/Care

Travel Advisory

A Diverse Set of Capabilities Will Be Required

To accelerate the pace of recovery employers will need to source capabilities and insights through an ecosystem of partners and relationships.
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Restarting America: Why is technology essential

Ensuring safe operational decisions requires 

significant review of checklists, privacy regulations, 

guidelines and frameworks. Current solutions being 

discussed include emails and manual pen and 

paper documentation. By alleviating the compliance 

burden, technology can allow policy execution at 

scale as well as rapid response to changing 

government/medical guidelines.

The current environment has been a shock to 

many, causing anxiety and posing more 

questions than answers. News can be confusing 

and specific contextualized advice and 

recommendations delivered in a human 

centered design can help employees feel more 

secure and engaged and can trust that the 

privacy of their data is being respected.

Scale and agility through automation Risk Management

The unprecedented nature of the crisis 

combined with risks to human health and life 

has raised the stakes of policy mistakes. While 

policy formulation can be managed largely 

manually, technology is essential in promoting 

and documenting consistent application of the 

policy. 

Employee Engagement

4
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Mobile App UX Tracing & Tracking Workflow & Case Management
Risk Scoring 

& Assessment
Insights Dashboard

Mobile user interface that 

aggregates digital tools to 

support the user to make 

informed decisions. 

Leveraging sensors to digitally 

detect proximity and monitor 

facilities, enabling more timely 

and simplified next steps. 

Streamlining complex flow of 

information, approvals and 

notifications. Built across 

several low-code platforms 

including Appian, ServiceNow, 

Salesforce. 

Leveraging data from users, 

internal and external sources to 

make risk-based assessments 

based on scoring models. 

Empowering leadership and 

stakeholders with the insights 

needed to make informed 

decisions regarding 

permissions and facilities. 

Restarting America: Digital Solution Components

Core Integration Layer

Bring all your workplace safety systems into an adaptable centralized core platform.

4
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E s s e n t i a l s E v e r y t h i n gE x p a n d e d

Everything in Essentials, plus: Everything in Essentials, Expanded plus:

Respond to Multiple Location Requests Respond to Stakeholder Requests

Individual User Risk Level Analysis Facility and Operational Protocol Info Real-time Facility Monitoring

Respond to Single Location Requests

Automated Task ManagementCommunity Location Information

Advanced App Integrations

Forecasting and Simulations

Basic workflow and SSO integration

Proximity Warning

App-based Tracing

In-Office Contact Tracing

Can be implemented in 60 days Can be implemented in 90 days Can be implemented in 30 days 

4
Restarting America: Digital Solution Components – Start Quickly and Grow
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Agenda

• Return to Work/Return to Office

• Approach

• Tracking and Phasing

• Harnessing the Learning



The MKS 
Approach to 
Return to 
Office

• MKS is an essential business - many of our 93 global sites 
were running through the COVID crisis

• Employees who can work from home must

• Cross-functional team developed guidelines and an 
application/approval process for each site to return by 
phases

• Sites must incorporate other safety standards: 
temperature checks, daily self-declarations, masks, 
signage, cleaning etc.

• We’ve learned contact tracing quickly and added systems 
into our manufacturing sites to minimize contact



Tracking and Phasing



Harnessing 
the 
Learning

• Problem Statement: How do we leverage the Lessons Learned 
during the COVID-19 crisis to improve our efficiency and 
resiliency 

• Observations:
• Some current processes and practices can be improved
• Some current processes and practices are less efficient 

when under the constraints of not being physically together
• Some new processes and practices could improve efficiency 

and resiliency

• Approach: 
• Cross functional team 
• Clarify items in these categories 
• Organize these items into workstreams, yet to be defined 

but could revolve around; a) processes, b) relationships, c) 
scalability

• Recommend which items should be codified into new Best 
Practices to improve efficiency and resiliency

• Execute and track progress on implementation

• Examples: 
• Travel vs. technology-enabled meetings
• Decision making at the right level
• Crisis management
• Remote work/remote leadership



WSJ Article

When Workers Can Live Anywhere, 
Many Ask: Why Do I Live Here?
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https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.wsj.com/articles/when-workers-can-live-anywhere-many-ask-why-do-i-live-here-11592386201?emailToken=273b718b8e0c24f5ff2e7e1a2c58361cOwsTRRJmMgvlP0Wty*QaipE6hTLoFVJ*QcitGwruldM0SA2KciiACak7mzwkDuR0JkwEF0*q**ADtnPYV2w0SzH0SoBuSuoR7R*wfYv3*Q0tnwd8QJvGJk6TCrFr8TfGL&reflink=article_email_share__;LysvLysrKw!!KnJ4-rp7!0x-WSZqT_I-ReledXBHOcU4fmIlFFlEhE8uZWFzWVC20VaAoMtQAoILfOZF6awbVFIFDZA$

